
Coin name: BitActive FACTS
Website address: www.Ignobit.com
IP Address of Server:  107.174.64.80
Symbol: BTA
Main Points:

1. Anonymous Currency, unlike Bitcoin, our currency would be anonymous, where the 
transactions are private, like Monero.

2. Fast Transfer, Our currency is faster to transfer than Bitcoin or ethereum, 
3. Security, Security is our #1 priority, where all of the wallets, transactions and the network 

are 100% secure against any cyber threats. ***Our server is Ddos Protected, but we need to
do something to protect our systems from hackers and other threats, to make sure it remains
secure***

4. Earn Dividents – Our expert traders trade CryptoCurrencies 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
You will receive a Divident in your BTA WALLET at the end of the month, with the profit 
distributed equally between all members, based on the number of BTA Owned.  *** Master
Account should be able at the CMS to issue a Divident Payment to all of the account, based
on the percentage of BTA coins owned.***

5. Free from Government Control .  - Governments track all banking transactions, to capture
and charge high taxes on everything, With our system, your money is 100% Protected from 
Government Control, Taxes, Fees, etc.

6. Easily Convert your BitActives into CASH. We allways keep a reserve at the main 
exchangers, so that there will not be any gaps in price of BTA, so that you can allways sell 
your BTA to get your money back. You can buy and sell Ethers at the Online Exchangers 
easily any time  *** Our system needs to be compatible with exchangers, so that we could 
without any extra hassle, connect our system to their online systems.***

Capabilities in the future under development:
1. Mine BitActives on SMARTPHONES, while you sleep. Our developers are against 

Corporate for profit network centers for mining, as we will not accept SH256, so people all 
over the world will be able to mine BitActives on their Cell Phones.

2. Enormous Market: The ease of use, and the capability of our Currency, opens up an 
enormous market of more than 2 Billion Smartphone users worldwide.

3. Super Secure. In the fuure, you would be able to create 100% Unhackable offline Wallet. If 
you gooBTA “stolen Bitcoin/ethereum, you will see a dozen of stories. Our system will be 
100% Secure from such attacks.

TOTAL MONEY SUPPLY: 9,500,000
Money supply for Mining rewards: 2,500,000 during next 30+ years.
Emission Curve, Difficulty Target, Block Reward Formula, 
This is something that probably needs to be discussed a bit. Basically, out of 9,500,000 total coins 
to be out there, ONLY 7,000,000 will be available at the ICO, ether for purchase, or for bonus), 
that leaves 2,500,000 to be EVER Mined. Within the next 20 years. I think Emission Speed Factor 
21, and the difficulty target of 120 would be appropriate, what do you think?

Available Coin Supply for ICO: 7,000,000

Coins that are NOT sold during ICO, will be Destroyed.  *** We need to have the capacity to 
destroy/burn the coins THAT ARE NOT SOLD during ICO.



Pre-Sale ICO Stage: 2,000,000 (1,200,000 SOLD  + % to be given in bonuses 800,000 in 
BONUSES)  either automatically, or manually by us.33% bonus to the purchasers, plus 7% 
distributed for affiliates.

Pre-Sale  Stage Price: $0.75  per coin. RUNS FOR 10 DAYS , or Until Sold.

ICO Stage 1  2,500,000 - $0.95 per coin.   + 25% in bonuses (1,875,000 sold, 625,000 distributed as
bonuses 15% to purchasers, and up to 7% to affiliatesRUNS FOR 10 DAYS OR UNTIL SOLD.

ICO Stage 2   2,500,000 – $1.25 per coin    +20%   in bonuses (2,000,000 sold, 500,000 distributed 
as bonuses to purchasers and affiliates RUNS FOR 10 DAYS, or UNTIL SOLD

TOTAL BitActives to be SOLD: 5,075,000 To be distributed as Bonus 1,825,000
Unsold Left Over coins will be Burned by the Admin.

Distribution of proceeds from the sale:
85% of the funds will be actively traded 24/7 by the professional crypto traders to make the 
maximum profits. Those funds will also be available through online brokers, to provide liquidity on 
the BTC/INT exchangers, so that you can cash out at any time, if you like.
10% will be used continuously for the marketing purposes, to attract new investments into the 
system, and to attract new miners, to have the network being more secure.
5% will be used for the legal and for the further development of the platform


